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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

PROPOSED APPROACH

PROBLEM DEFINITION & MOTIVATIONS

MEMORY NETWORKDIFFERENTIABLE GLIMPSE

VISUALIZATION OF THE ATTENTION PROCESS

MAIN IDEA

‘Giving something to other person’

Main challenges
• High dimensional data
• Only few parts of the video are important
• Combining spatial and temporal information

Problem statement:
How can an attention process selects local glimpse points in a video?
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Overview
• Video Understanding
• Human Action Recognition
• Fine-grained understanding

LOSS FUNCTION

Activity prediction Pose prediction

Attracting glimpses to humans
• encourages diversity
• not too far from humans

where ŷ is the probability vector of assigning the input
video X to each class.

3.6. Context vector

In order to make the spatial attention process (Section 3.2)
aware of frame transitions, we introduce a context vec-
tor ct which contains high level information about humans
present in the current frame t. ct is obtained by global aver-
age pooling over the spatial domain of the penultimate fea-
ture maps of a given timestep. If pose is available at training
time, we regress the 2D pose coordinates of humans from
the context vector ct using the following mapping:

yp

t
= W

>
p
ct (13)

Pose yp

t
is linked to ground truth pose (only during training)

using a supervised term described in Section 4. This leads to
hierarchical feature learning in that the penultimate feature
maps have to detect human joints present in each frame.

4. Training

We train the model end-to-end with the sum of a collection
of loss terms, which are explained below:

L = LD(ŷ,y) + LP (ŷ
p
,yp) + LG(l,y

p) (14)

Supervision — LD(ŷ,y) is a supervised loss term
(cross-entropy loss on activity labels y).

Pose prediction — Articulated pose yp is available for
many datasets. Our goal is to not depend on pose during
testing; however, its usage during training can provide ad-
ditional information to the learning process and reduce the
tendency of activity recognition methods to memorize indi-
vidual elements in the data for recognition. We therefore
add an additional term LP (ŷ

p
,yp), which encourages the

model to perform pose regression during training only from
intermediate feature maps (described in Section 3.6). Pose
regression over time leads to a faster convergence of the
overall model.

Making glimpses similar to humans — LG(l,yp) is a
loss encouraging the glimpse points to be as sparse as pos-
sible within a frame, but at the same time, close to humans
in the scene. Recall that lt,g =

⇥
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LG is defined by:
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where yp

t,j
denotes the 2D coordinates of joints j at time t,

and Euclidean distance on lt,g is computed using the central
focus point (xt,g, yt,g). LG1 encourages diversity between
glimpses within a frame. LG2 ensures that all the glimpses
are not taken too far away from the subjects.

5. Pre-trained architecture

We designed the 3D convolutional network f(·) by com-
puting the global feature maps in Section 3.1, such that the
temporal dimension is maintained (i.e. without any tempo-
ral subsampling). Using a pre-trained Resnet-50 network
[17] as a starting point, we inflate the 2D spatial convo-
lutional kernels into 3D kernels, artificially creating new a
temporal dimension, as described by Carreira et al. [8]. This
allows us to take advantage of the 2D kernels learned by
pre-training on image classification on the Imagenet dataset.
The inflated ResNet f(·) is then trained as a first step by
minimizing the loss LD + LP . The supervised loss LD on
the global model is applied on a path attached to global av-
erage pooling on the last feature maps, followed by a fully-
connected layer that is subsequently removed.

The recurrent spatial attention module ⌦(·) is a GRU
with a hidden state of size 1024; ⇤(·) is an MLP with a
single hidden layer of size 256 and a ReLU activation; the
soft-trackers  c are GRUs with a hidden state of size 512.
There is no parameter sharing among them.

6. Experimental Results

We evaluated the proposed method on two human activ-
ity recognition datasets: NTU RDB+D Dataset [44] and
Northwestern-UCLA Multiview Action 3D Dataset [55].
NTU RDB+D Dataset (NTU) — NTU was acquired with
a Kinect v2 sensor and contains more than 56K videos and
4 million frames with 60 different activities including indi-
vidual activities, interactions between multiple people, and
health-related events. The activities were performed by 40
subjects and recorded from 80 viewpoints. We follow the
cross-subject and cross-view split protocol from [44]. Due
to the large number of videos, this dataset is highly suitable
for deep learning modeling.

Northwestern-UCLA Multiview Action 3D Dataset

(N-UCLA) — This dataset [55] contains 1494 sequences,
covering ten action categories, such as drop trash or sit
down. Each sequence is captured simultaneously by 3
Kinect v1 cameras. RGB, depth and human pose are avail-
able for each video, and each action is performed one to
six times by ten different subjects. Most actions involve
human-object interaction, making this dataset challeng-
ing. We followed the cross-view protocol defined by [55],
and we trained our method on samples from two cam-
era views, and tested it on samples from the remaining
view. This produced three possible cross-view combina-
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using a deep neural network f(·) with 3D
convolutions. Pooling is performed on the spatial dimen-
sions, but not on time. This allows for the retention of the
original temporal scale of the video, and therefore access to
features in each frame. It should be noted, however, that
due to the 3D convolutions, the temporal receptive field of
a single “temporal” slice of the feature map is greater than
a single frame. This is intended, as it allows the attention
process to use motion. In an abuse of terminology, we will
still use the term frame to specify the slice Zt of a feature
map with a temporal length of 1. More information on the
architecture of f(·) is given in Section 5.

3.2. The attention process

Inspired by human behavior when scrutinizing a scene,
we extract a fixed number of features from a series of
G glimpses within each frame. The process of moving
from one glimpse to another is achieved with a recurrent
model. Glimpses are indexed by index g=1 . . . G, and each
glimpse Zt,g corresponds to a sub-region of Zt using coor-
dinates and scale lt,g =

⇥
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output by a differ-
entiable glimpse function, a Spatial Transformer Network
(STN) [20]. STN allows the attention process to perform a
differentiable crop operation on each feature map. Features
are extracted using a transformed ROI average pooling at
location lt,g , resulting in a 1D feature vector zt,g:

Zt,g = STN(Zt, lt,g) (1)

zt,g = �(Zt,g) =
1

H 0W 0
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Zt,g(m,n) (2)

where W
0⇥H

0 is the size of the glimpse region. The
glimpse locations and scales lt,g for g=1 . . . G are pre-
dicted by a recurrent network, which runs over the glimpses.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the model predicts a fixed-length
sequence of glimpse points for each frame. It runs over the
entire video at once, i.e. it is not restarted/reinitialized after
each frame. The hidden state therefore carries information
across frames and creates a globally coherent scrutinization
process for the video. The recurrent model is given as fol-
lows (we use GRUs [10] for simplicity’s sake, and we omit
gates and biases in the rest of the equations to reduce nota-
tional complexity):

hg = ⌦(hg�1, [zg�1, r] |✓) (3)

lg = W
>
l
[hg, c] (4)

where h denotes the hidden state of the RNN running over
glimpses g, c is a frame context vector for making the pro-
cess aware of frame transitions (described in Section 3.6),
and r carries information about the high-level classification
task. In essence, r corresponds to the global hidden state of
the recurrent workers performing the actual recognition, as
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Figure 2. An external memory module determines an attention dis-
tribution over workers (a soft assignment) for each new glimpse
vt,g based on similarities with past glimpses M and their past at-
tention probabilities w. Shown for a single glimpse and 3 workers.

described in Section 3.3 and Equation (7). Note that h, z, l,
r, and c depend on both the time and glimpse indices. Ob-
serving that the recurrence runs over glimpses g, the time
index t is dropped from Eq. 3–4 for notational simplicity.

3.3. Distributed soft-tracking workers

Extracting motion cues from semantic points in a scene re-
quires associating glimpse points from different frames over
time. Due to the freedom of the attention process and fixed
number of glimpses, subsequent glimpses of the same point
in the scene are generally not in subsequent frames, which
excludes the use of conventional tracking mechanisms. In-
stead, we avoid hard tracking and hard assignments between
glimpse points in a temporal manner. We propose a soft as-
sociative model for automatically grouping similar spatial
features over time.

As given in Equation (2), we denote zt,g as the features
extracted from the g

th glimpse in feature map Zt for g =
1...G and t = 1...T . We are interested in a joint encoding
of spatial and feature dimensions and employ “what” and
“where” features vt,g , as introduced in [29], defined by:

vt,g = zt,g ⌦ ⇤(lt,g|✓⇤) (5)

where ⌦ is the Hadamard product and ⇤(lt,g|✓⇤) is a net-
work providing an embedding of the spatial patch coordi-
nates into a space of the same dimensionality as the features
zt,g . The vector vt,g contains joint cues about motion, ap-
pearance, and spatial localization.

Evolution of this information over time is modeled with
a number C of so-called soft-tracking workers  c for
c=1...C, each of which corresponds to a recurrent model
capable of tracking entities over time. We never hard as-
sign glimpses to workers. Inputs to each individual worker
correspond to weighted contributions from all of the G

glimpses. In general, the number of glimpse points G can
be different from the number of workers C. At each instant,
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tribution over workers (a soft assignment) for each new glimpse
vt,g based on similarities with past glimpses M and their past at-
tention probabilities w. Shown for a single glimpse and 3 workers.

described in Section 3.3 and Equation (7). Note that h, z, l,
r, and c depend on both the time and glimpse indices. Ob-
serving that the recurrence runs over glimpses g, the time
index t is dropped from Eq. 3–4 for notational simplicity.
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zt,g . The vector vt,g contains joint cues about motion, ap-
pearance, and spatial localization.

Evolution of this information over time is modeled with
a number C of so-called soft-tracking workers  c for
c=1...C, each of which corresponds to a recurrent model
capable of tracking entities over time. We never hard as-
sign glimpses to workers. Inputs to each individual worker
correspond to weighted contributions from all of the G

glimpses. In general, the number of glimpse points G can
be different from the number of workers C. At each instant,

glimpses are thus soft-assigned to the workers on the fly by
changing the weights of the contributions, as described fur-
ther below.

Workers  c are GRUs following the usual update equa-
tions based on the past state rt�1,c and input ṽt,c:

rt,c =  c(rt�1,c, ṽt,c|✓ c) (6)

rt =
X

c

rt,c (7)

where  c is a GRU and rt carries global information about
the current state (needed as input to the recurrent model of
spatial attention). The input ṽt,c to each worker  c is a
linear combination of the different glimpses {vt,g}, g =
1 . . . G weighted by a soft attention distribution p

t,c
=

{pt,g,c}, g = 1 . . . G:

ṽt,c = V tpt,c
(8)

where V t is a matrix whose rows are the different glimpse
features vt,g . Workers are independent from each other in
the sense that they do not share parameters ✓ c . This can
potentially lead to specialization of the workers on types of
tracked and integrated scene entities.

3.4. Soft-assignment using External Memory

The role of the attention distribution p
t,c

is to give higher
weights to glimpses that have been soft-assigned to worker
c in the past; therefore, workers extract different kinds of
features from each other. To accomplish this, we employ
an external memory bank denoted M = {mk}, which is
common to all workers (see Figure 2). In particular, M
is a fixed-length array of K entries mk, each capable of
storing a feature vector vt,g . Even if the external mem-
ory is common to each worker, they have their own abil-
ity to extract information from it. Each worker  c has its
own weight bank denoted W c = {wc,k}. The scalar wc,k

holds the importance of the entry mc,k for worker  c .
Hence, the overall external memory is defined by the set
{M ,W 1, . . .WC}.

Two operations can be performed on the external mem-
ory: reading and writing. Memory reading consists of ex-
tracting knowledge that is already stored in memory banks.
Meanwhile, memory writing consists of adding a new mem-
ory entry to the memory bank. We describe these two fully-
differentiable operations below.

Attention from memory reads — The attention dis-
tribution p

t,c
is a distribution over glimpses g, i.e. p

t,c
=

{pt,c,g}, 0  pt,c,g  1 and
P

g
pt,c,g=1. We want the

glimpses to be distributed appropriately across the workers,
and encourage worker specialization. In particular, at each
timestep, we want to assign a glimpse of high importance
to a worker if this worker has been soft-assigned similar
glimpses in the past (also with high importance). To this

end, we define a fully trainable distance function �(., .),
which is implemented in a quadratic form:

�(x,y) =
q

(x� y)>D(x� y) (9)

where D is a learned weight matrix. Within each batch,
we normalize �(·, ·) with min-max normalization to scale it
between 0 and 1.

A glimpse g is soft-assigned to a given worker c with a
higher weight pt,c,g if vt,g is similar to vectors mk from
the memory bank M , which had a high importance for the
worker in the past  c :

pt,c,g = �↵
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k

e
�t
mk ⇥ wc,k [1� �(vt,g,mk)]

!

(10)

where � is the softmax function over the G glimpses and
e
�t
mk is an exponential rate over time to give higher im-

portance to recent feature vectors compared to those in the
distant past. tmk is the corresponding timestep of the mem-
ory entry mk. In practice, we add a temperature term ↵ to
the softmax function �. When ↵ ! 0, the output vector is
sparser. The negative factor multiplied with � is justified by
the fact that � is initially pre-trained as a Mahalanobis dis-
tance by setting D to the inverse covariance matrix of the
glimpse data. The factor therefore transforms the distance
into a similarity. After pre-training, D is trained end-to-
end.

The attention distribution p
t,c

is computed for each
worker  c. Thus, each glimpse g potentially contributes to
each worker  c through its input vector ṽt,c (c.f. Equation
(8)), albeit with different weights.

Memory writes — For each frame, the feature repre-
sentations vt,g are stored in the memory bank M . However,
the attention distribution p

t,c
= {pt,c,g} is used to weight

these entries for each worker  c. If a glimpse feature vt,g

is stored in a slot mk, then its importance weight wc,k for
worker  c is set to pt,c,g. The only limitation is the size K

of the memory bank. When the memory is full, we delete
the oldest memory entry. More flexible storing processes,
for example, trained mappings, are left for future work.

3.5. Recognition

Since workers proceed in a independent manner through
time, we need an aggregation strategy to perform classifica-
tion. Each worker  c has its own hidden state {rt,c}t=1...T
and is responsible for its own classification through a fully-
connected layer. The final classification is done by averag-
ing logits of the workers:

q
c
= Wc · rc (11)

ŷ = softmax
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glimpses are thus soft-assigned to the workers on the fly by
changing the weights of the contributions, as described fur-
ther below.
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tracting knowledge that is already stored in memory banks.
Meanwhile, memory writing consists of adding a new mem-
ory entry to the memory bank. We describe these two fully-
differentiable operations below.

Attention from memory reads — The attention dis-
tribution p

t,c
is a distribution over glimpses g, i.e. p

t,c
=

{pt,c,g}, 0  pt,c,g  1 and
P

g
pt,c,g=1. We want the

glimpses to be distributed appropriately across the workers,
and encourage worker specialization. In particular, at each
timestep, we want to assign a glimpse of high importance
to a worker if this worker has been soft-assigned similar
glimpses in the past (also with high importance). To this

end, we define a fully trainable distance function �(., .),
which is implemented in a quadratic form:

�(x,y) =
q

(x� y)>D(x� y) (9)

where D is a learned weight matrix. Within each batch,
we normalize �(·, ·) with min-max normalization to scale it
between 0 and 1.

A glimpse g is soft-assigned to a given worker c with a
higher weight pt,c,g if vt,g is similar to vectors mk from
the memory bank M , which had a high importance for the
worker in the past  c :

pt,c,g = �↵
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where � is the softmax function over the G glimpses and
e
�t
mk is an exponential rate over time to give higher im-

portance to recent feature vectors compared to those in the
distant past. tmk is the corresponding timestep of the mem-
ory entry mk. In practice, we add a temperature term ↵ to
the softmax function �. When ↵ ! 0, the output vector is
sparser. The negative factor multiplied with � is justified by
the fact that � is initially pre-trained as a Mahalanobis dis-
tance by setting D to the inverse covariance matrix of the
glimpse data. The factor therefore transforms the distance
into a similarity. After pre-training, D is trained end-to-
end.

The attention distribution p
t,c

is computed for each
worker  c. Thus, each glimpse g potentially contributes to
each worker  c through its input vector ṽt,c (c.f. Equation
(8)), albeit with different weights.

Memory writes — For each frame, the feature repre-
sentations vt,g are stored in the memory bank M . However,
the attention distribution p

t,c
= {pt,c,g} is used to weight

these entries for each worker  c. If a glimpse feature vt,g

is stored in a slot mk, then its importance weight wc,k for
worker  c is set to pt,c,g. The only limitation is the size K

of the memory bank. When the memory is full, we delete
the oldest memory entry. More flexible storing processes,
for example, trained mappings, are left for future work.

3.5. Recognition

Since workers proceed in a independent manner through
time, we need an aggregation strategy to perform classifica-
tion. Each worker  c has its own hidden state {rt,c}t=1...T
and is responsible for its own classification through a fully-
connected layer. The final classification is done by averag-
ing logits of the workers:

q
c
= Wc · rc (11)

ŷ = softmax
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glimpses are thus soft-assigned to the workers on the fly by
changing the weights of the contributions, as described fur-
ther below.
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rt,c =  c(rt�1,c, ṽt,c|✓ c) (6)

rt =
X

c

rt,c (7)

where  c is a GRU and rt carries global information about
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1 . . . G weighted by a soft attention distribution p

t,c
=

{pt,g,c}, g = 1 . . . G:

ṽt,c = V tpt,c
(8)

where V t is a matrix whose rows are the different glimpse
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Since workers proceed in a independent manner through
time, we need an aggregation strategy to perform classifica-
tion. Each worker  c has its own hidden state {rt,c}t=1...T
and is responsible for its own classification through a fully-
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using a deep neural network f(·) with 3D
convolutions. Pooling is performed on the spatial dimen-
sions, but not on time. This allows for the retention of the
original temporal scale of the video, and therefore access to
features in each frame. It should be noted, however, that
due to the 3D convolutions, the temporal receptive field of
a single “temporal” slice of the feature map is greater than
a single frame. This is intended, as it allows the attention
process to use motion. In an abuse of terminology, we will
still use the term frame to specify the slice Zt of a feature
map with a temporal length of 1. More information on the
architecture of f(·) is given in Section 5.

3.2. The attention process

Inspired by human behavior when scrutinizing a scene,
we extract a fixed number of features from a series of
G glimpses within each frame. The process of moving
from one glimpse to another is achieved with a recurrent
model. Glimpses are indexed by index g=1 . . . G, and each
glimpse Zt,g corresponds to a sub-region of Zt using coor-
dinates and scale lt,g =

⇥
xg, yg, s

x

g
, s

y

g

⇤>
t

output by a differ-
entiable glimpse function, a Spatial Transformer Network
(STN) [20]. STN allows the attention process to perform a
differentiable crop operation on each feature map. Features
are extracted using a transformed ROI average pooling at
location lt,g , resulting in a 1D feature vector zt,g:

Zt,g = STN(Zt, lt,g) (1)

zt,g = �(Zt,g) =
1

H 0W 0

X

m

X

n

Zt,g(m,n) (2)

where W
0⇥H

0 is the size of the glimpse region. The
glimpse locations and scales lt,g for g=1 . . . G are pre-
dicted by a recurrent network, which runs over the glimpses.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the model predicts a fixed-length
sequence of glimpse points for each frame. It runs over the
entire video at once, i.e. it is not restarted/reinitialized after
each frame. The hidden state therefore carries information
across frames and creates a globally coherent scrutinization
process for the video. The recurrent model is given as fol-
lows (we use GRUs [10] for simplicity’s sake, and we omit
gates and biases in the rest of the equations to reduce nota-
tional complexity):

hg = ⌦(hg�1, [zg�1, r] |✓) (3)

lg = W
>
l
[hg, c] (4)

where h denotes the hidden state of the RNN running over
glimpses g, c is a frame context vector for making the pro-
cess aware of frame transitions (described in Section 3.6),
and r carries information about the high-level classification
task. In essence, r corresponds to the global hidden state of
the recurrent workers performing the actual recognition, as

W1

M

New glimpse

attention distribution
over workers

p

vt,g

pt,g,1
pt,g,3

W2W3

Figure 2. An external memory module determines an attention dis-
tribution over workers (a soft assignment) for each new glimpse
vt,g based on similarities with past glimpses M and their past at-
tention probabilities w. Shown for a single glimpse and 3 workers.

described in Section 3.3 and Equation (7). Note that h, z, l,
r, and c depend on both the time and glimpse indices. Ob-
serving that the recurrence runs over glimpses g, the time
index t is dropped from Eq. 3–4 for notational simplicity.

3.3. Distributed soft-tracking workers

Extracting motion cues from semantic points in a scene re-
quires associating glimpse points from different frames over
time. Due to the freedom of the attention process and fixed
number of glimpses, subsequent glimpses of the same point
in the scene are generally not in subsequent frames, which
excludes the use of conventional tracking mechanisms. In-
stead, we avoid hard tracking and hard assignments between
glimpse points in a temporal manner. We propose a soft as-
sociative model for automatically grouping similar spatial
features over time.

As given in Equation (2), we denote zt,g as the features
extracted from the g

th glimpse in feature map Zt for g =
1...G and t = 1...T . We are interested in a joint encoding
of spatial and feature dimensions and employ “what” and
“where” features vt,g , as introduced in [29], defined by:

vt,g = zt,g ⌦ ⇤(lt,g|✓⇤) (5)

where ⌦ is the Hadamard product and ⇤(lt,g|✓⇤) is a net-
work providing an embedding of the spatial patch coordi-
nates into a space of the same dimensionality as the features
zt,g . The vector vt,g contains joint cues about motion, ap-
pearance, and spatial localization.

Evolution of this information over time is modeled with
a number C of so-called soft-tracking workers  c for
c=1...C, each of which corresponds to a recurrent model
capable of tracking entities over time. We never hard as-
sign glimpses to workers. Inputs to each individual worker
correspond to weighted contributions from all of the G

glimpses. In general, the number of glimpse points G can
be different from the number of workers C. At each instant,

Main features
1. Video is mapped to features
2. Model selects important Local Parts
3. Local features assigned to a set of workers (distributed recognition) 

Advantages
1. Fine-grained features
2. Workers automatically focus on discriminative entities
3. Attention process can be visualized (see below)

Glossary
c
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using a deep neural network f(·) with 3D
convolutions. Pooling is performed on the spatial dimen-
sions, but not on time. This allows for the retention of the
original temporal scale of the video, and therefore access to
features in each frame. It should be noted, however, that
due to the 3D convolutions, the temporal receptive field of
a single “temporal” slice of the feature map is greater than
a single frame. This is intended, as it allows the attention
process to use motion. In an abuse of terminology, we will
still use the term frame to specify the slice Zt of a feature
map with a temporal length of 1. More information on the
architecture of f(·) is given in Section 5.

3.2. The attention process

Inspired by human behavior when scrutinizing a scene,
we extract a fixed number of features from a series of
G glimpses within each frame. The process of moving
from one glimpse to another is achieved with a recurrent
model. Glimpses are indexed by index g=1 . . . G, and each
glimpse Zt,g corresponds to a sub-region of Zt using coor-
dinates and scale lt,g =
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output by a differ-
entiable glimpse function, a Spatial Transformer Network
(STN) [20]. STN allows the attention process to perform a
differentiable crop operation on each feature map. Features
are extracted using a transformed ROI average pooling at
location lt,g , resulting in a 1D feature vector zt,g:

Zt,g = STN(Zt, lt,g) (1)

zt,g = �(Zt,g) =
1

H 0W 0

X

m

X

n

Zt,g(m,n) (2)

where W
0⇥H

0 is the size of the glimpse region. The
glimpse locations and scales lt,g for g=1 . . . G are pre-
dicted by a recurrent network, which runs over the glimpses.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the model predicts a fixed-length
sequence of glimpse points for each frame. It runs over the
entire video at once, i.e. it is not restarted/reinitialized after
each frame. The hidden state therefore carries information
across frames and creates a globally coherent scrutinization
process for the video. The recurrent model is given as fol-
lows (we use GRUs [10] for simplicity’s sake, and we omit
gates and biases in the rest of the equations to reduce nota-
tional complexity):

hg = ⌦(hg�1, [zg�1, r] |✓) (3)

lg = W
>
l
[hg, c] (4)

where h denotes the hidden state of the RNN running over
glimpses g, c is a frame context vector for making the pro-
cess aware of frame transitions (described in Section 3.6),
and r carries information about the high-level classification
task. In essence, r corresponds to the global hidden state of
the recurrent workers performing the actual recognition, as

W1

M

New glimpse

attention distribution
over workers

p

vt,g

pt,g,1
pt,g,3

W2W3

Figure 2. An external memory module determines an attention dis-
tribution over workers (a soft assignment) for each new glimpse
vt,g based on similarities with past glimpses M and their past at-
tention probabilities w. Shown for a single glimpse and 3 workers.

described in Section 3.3 and Equation (7). Note that h, z, l,
r, and c depend on both the time and glimpse indices. Ob-
serving that the recurrence runs over glimpses g, the time
index t is dropped from Eq. 3–4 for notational simplicity.

3.3. Distributed soft-tracking workers

Extracting motion cues from semantic points in a scene re-
quires associating glimpse points from different frames over
time. Due to the freedom of the attention process and fixed
number of glimpses, subsequent glimpses of the same point
in the scene are generally not in subsequent frames, which
excludes the use of conventional tracking mechanisms. In-
stead, we avoid hard tracking and hard assignments between
glimpse points in a temporal manner. We propose a soft as-
sociative model for automatically grouping similar spatial
features over time.

As given in Equation (2), we denote zt,g as the features
extracted from the g

th glimpse in feature map Zt for g =
1...G and t = 1...T . We are interested in a joint encoding
of spatial and feature dimensions and employ “what” and
“where” features vt,g , as introduced in [29], defined by:

vt,g = zt,g ⌦ ⇤(lt,g|✓⇤) (5)

where ⌦ is the Hadamard product and ⇤(lt,g|✓⇤) is a net-
work providing an embedding of the spatial patch coordi-
nates into a space of the same dimensionality as the features
zt,g . The vector vt,g contains joint cues about motion, ap-
pearance, and spatial localization.

Evolution of this information over time is modeled with
a number C of so-called soft-tracking workers  c for
c=1...C, each of which corresponds to a recurrent model
capable of tracking entities over time. We never hard as-
sign glimpses to workers. Inputs to each individual worker
correspond to weighted contributions from all of the G

glimpses. In general, the number of glimpse points G can
be different from the number of workers C. At each instant,

What and where features

Glimpses Type of attention CS CV Avg
3D tubes Attention 85.5 92.7 89.2
Seq. 2D Random Sampling 80.3 87.8 84.0
Seq. 2D Saliency 86.2 92.9 89.5
Seq. 2D Attention 86.6 93.2 89.9

Methods Spatial 
Attention

Soft 
Workers

CS CV Avg

GM - - - - 84.5 91.5 88.0
GM - - - 85.5 92.1 88.8

GM +   Glimpses + GRU - - - 85.8 92.4 89.1
GC - - 85.7 92.5 89.1
GC - 86.4 93.0 89.7
GC - 86.1 92.9 89.5
GC 86.6 93.2 89.9

GC + GM 86.6 93.2 89.9

LG
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Methods Data Avg
DVV D 58.5 55.2 39.3 51.0
CVP D 60.6 55.8 39.5 52.0
AOG D 45.2 - - -

HPM+TM P 91.9 75.2 71.9 79.7
Lie group P 74.2 - - -
HBRNN-L P 78.5 - - -

Enhanced viz. P 86.1 - - -
Ensemble TS-LSTM P 89.2 - - -

Hankelets V 45.2 - - -
nCTE V 68.6 68.3 52.1 63.0
NKTM V 75.8 73.3 59.1 69.4

Global model V 85.6 84.7 79.2 83.3
Glimpse Clouds V 90.1 89.5 83.4 87.6

V 3
1,2
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V 2
1,3

<latexit sha1_base64="mDJNlh0KxtawMyoYEDl4oqacKbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mDJNlh0KxtawMyoYEDl4oqacKbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mDJNlh0KxtawMyoYEDl4oqacKbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mDJNlh0KxtawMyoYEDl4oqacKbQ=">AAACzHicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwISWpgi6LblxJBfuQWkuSTuvQvEgmQind+gNu9bvEP9C/8M44BbWITkhy5tx7zsy91419ngrLes0Zc/MLi0v55cLK6tr6RnFzq5FGWeKxuhf5UdJynZT5PGR1wYXPWnHCnMD1WdMdnsl4854lKY/CKzGKWSdwBiHvc88RRF03umP74HByW+kWS1bZUsucBbYGJehVi4ovuEEPETxkCMAQQhD24SClpw0bFmLiOhgTlxDiKs4wQYG0GWUxynCIHdJ3QLu2ZkPaS89UqT06xac3IaWJPdJElJcQlqeZKp4pZ8n+5j1WnvJuI/q72isgVuCO2L9008z/6mQtAn2cqBo41RQrRlbnaZdMdUXe3PxSlSCHmDiJexRPCHtKOe2zqTSpql321lHxN5UpWbn3dG6Gd3lLGrD9c5yzoFEp21bZvjwqVU/1qPPYwS72aZ7HqOIcNdTJO8AjnvBsXBjCGBuTz1QjpzXb+LaMhw8vXpIi</latexit>

V 1
2,3

<latexit sha1_base64="mpOS8HSd3jFgRufPepC+0WUYfEA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mpOS8HSd3jFgRufPepC+0WUYfEA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mpOS8HSd3jFgRufPepC+0WUYfEA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mpOS8HSd3jFgRufPepC+0WUYfEA=">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</latexit>

Methods Pose RGB CS CV Avg
Lie Group - 50.1 52.8 51.5

Skeleton Quads - 38.6 41.4 40.0
Dynamic Skeletons - 60.2 65.2 62.7

HBRNN - 59.1 64.0 61.6
Deep LSTM - 60.7 67.3 64.0

Part-aware LSTM - 62.9 70.3 66.6
ST-LSTM + TrustG. - 69.2 77.7 73.5

STA-LSTM - 73.2 81.2 77.2
Ensemble LSTM - 74.6 81.3 78.0

GCA-LSTM - 74.4 82.8 78.6
JTM - 76.3 81.1 78.7

MTLN - 79.6 84.8 82.2
VA-LSTM - 79.4 87.6 83.5

View-invariant - 80.0 87.2 83.6
DSSCA-SSLM 74.9 - -

STA-Hands x x 82.5 88.6 85.6
Hands Attention 84.8 90.6 87.7

C3D - 63.5 70.3 66.9
Resnet50+LSTM - 71.3 80.2 75.8
Glimpse Clouds - 86.6 93.2 89.9

Different attention strategies

Ablation study

Northwestern-UCLA

NTU-RGB+D
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